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Abstract—In this paper we study the feasibility of instruction set specialization for reconfigurable ASIPs at runtime. Applying known instruction set extension algorithms for static ASIPs in this just-in-time CPU specialization context is generally possible. However, the leading state-of-the-art algorithms for this purpose have an exponential algorithmic complexity which is prohibitive when targeting large applications and when the runtime of the customization process is a concern. Hence, we propose effective ways of pruning the design space which can reduce the runtime of instruction set extension algorithms by two orders of magnitude. We evaluate the proposed methods and our tool flow targeting the Woolcano reconfigurable ASIP architecture with a comprehensive set of applications from the SPEC2006, SciMark2, and MiBench benchmark suites. For some applications we show a 44-fold speedup over a fixed CPU architecture. Finally, we elaborate why linear complexity instruction set extension algorithms are most suitable for just-in-time ASIP specialization.

I. INTRODUCTION

The last decade has witnessed an emergence of Application Specific Instruction Set Processors (ASIPs). ASIPs allow for increasing the performance and energy efficiency by specializing the instruction set of a processor according to the demands of a given application. For achieving the best overall performance the specialization process needs to identify the application parts that are most suitable for acceleration by considering which parts can translated to custom instructions, what degree of acceleration can be achieved and how frequently these parts are executed. Further, architectural constraints of the ASIP architecture need to be satisfied, such as the number of read and write ports of the register file. The complexity of these decisions demands for automating the identification of suitable custom instructions with automated instruction set extension (ISE) algorithms. Unfortunately, the algorithmic complexity of most ISE methods is exponential in the number of instructions of an application which frequently results in runtimes of several hours for complex applications.

In our work we are not targeting static but reconfigurable ASIP architectures, such as our Woolcano architecture [1] or comparable architectures like CHIMAERA or PRISC. These architectures provide programmable functional units that can be dynamically reconfigured during runtime to implement arbitrary custom instructions. Our objective is study the feasibility of just-in-time processor customization, that is to automatically adapt the processor’s instruction set during runtime depending on the executed workload. For this scenario, current ISE methods are not suitable due to excessive runtimes.

Our paper makes the following contributions: We introduce and compare different approaches for significantly reducing the runtime for three state-of-the-art ISE methods to make them accessible to just-in-time processor customization while maintaining a high quality of the solution (application-level speedup) at the same time. For this purpose we propose new methods for effectively reducing the design space for ISE by exploiting information gathered by static code analysis, profiling and performance estimation. To validate the effectiveness of the design space reduction and its impact on the overall application performance, we evaluate our methods using a realistic model of our FPGA-based Woolcano [1] architecture for a large set of complete applications from the SPEC2006, MiBench, and SciMark2 benchmark suites. These applications cover the whole range from embedded computing to general-purpose computing, illustrating that our methods are widely applicable.

II. RELATED WORK

Although instruction set extension (ISE) has been extensively studied, see [2] for a recent survey, the issue of reducing the design space for ISE has not received any attention so far, with the exception of the guide functions [2]. Unfortunately these are not well suited for the online systems, which is not the case for our study.

One reason for this may be that the runtime of the ISE algorithms for static non-reconfigurable ASIPs is of less importance than for just-in-time processor specialization which is a novel research area in itself. For this work, we have selected three state-of-the-art ISE methods which we consider as the most suitable for runtime processor specialization: the Single-Cut algorithm [3] by Atasu et al., the Union algorithm [4] by Yu and Mitra, and the MaxMiso [5] algorithm by Alippi et al. A common shortcoming of these works is their focus on accelerating a single or few basic blocks instead of complete applications and the lack of a discussion how to integrate the methods into an end-to-end tool flow. While ad-hoc heuristics have been proposed to select the basic blocks subject to custom instruction identification, e.g., all hot loops with an execution time of more than 1% of the total runtime [6] or just the most frequently executed basic block [4], no systematic study of approaches for pruning the design space has been conducted so far. However, when applying ISE in a just-in-time scenario and targeting large real-world applications with thousands of basic blocks finding effective approaches for reducing the design...
space and in turn the runtime of ISE methods is crucial to prevent excessive runtimes.

### III. Background & Developed Tool Flow

Figure 1 presents an overview of the tool flow that we have developed to compare different approaches for pruning the design space for ISE. The tool flow is based on the LLVM [7] compiler framework. As the first step, the application source code is compiled using the LLVM frontend to an intermediate representation (LLVM bitcode). The intermediate code is used as the input to the specialization process that has been implemented for the purpose of this paper. In the specialization process ISE algorithms analyze the applications to identify all feasible candidates for custom hardware instructions. Then, each candidate is passed to the estimation process which computes the runtime when translating the candidate to a custom instruction (hardware) or executing it on the CPU (software). Further, estimates for the area and energy consumption are computed. Finally, based on this data the selection process chooses the best custom instruction candidates.

#### A. Candidate Identification

For the identification process we have implemented three state-of-the-art ISE algorithms in the tool flow: MaxMiso (MM) [5], SingleCut (SC) [3], and Union (UN) [4]. We compare the most relevant properties of these algorithms for the purpose of this work in Table I. All of these identification algorithms do not try to find custom instruction candidates in the whole application at once. Instead, they focus on the individual basic blocks (BBs) of the application. Hence we can run the ISE algorithm selectively only for the most promising BBs in order to prune the design space (cf. Sec. IV). Each ISE algorithm analyzes the basic block to identify all feasible custom instructions, which means that the custom instructions are only allowed to use a subset of operations that can be effectively translated to hardware. Further, some algorithms allow for restricting the number of inputs and outputs of custom instructions to match the architectural constraints of the targeted ASIP architecture.

The algorithmic complexity of the SC and UN algorithms is exponential $O(exp)$ in the size of a BB. The advantage of the MM algorithm is its linear $O(n)$ complexity. However, it finds only candidates which have a single output and does not allow to constrain number of inputs. Hence some custom instruction candidates that are generated need to be discarded later at additional cost in the selection phase because they cannot be implemented. By contrast the SC and UN algorithms allow for restricting the desired number of inputs and outputs for candidates already during the identification phase. Finally, only the MM algorithm produces non-overlapping candidates. The SC and UN algorithms need an additional phase in the selection process to eliminate them.

#### B. Candidate Estimation

After the set of custom instruction candidates has been identified, the best candidates are selected. The selection process is based on two factors. First, the candidates must satisfy the architectural constraints of the execution architecture (in this work the Woolcano architecture [1]). Second, the performance of every candidate needs to be estimated. Hence this phase is critically important for determining the final performance.

The first step of the estimation is to translate each operation in the candidate to a corresponding hardware implementation. Every operator is characterized by a number of metrics, such as the delay, hardware area and energy consumption which is obtained from the PivPav tool [8], which we have developed specifically for this purpose. Using the characterization data, the critical path for each candidate is determined which is used to calculate the runtime of the candidate in hardware. The runtime in software is estimated by adding the instruction latencies for all operations of the custom instruction candidate. Based on these performance estimates the subsequent selection process can decide if it is affordable and beneficial to implement a candidate as a hardware custom instruction.

The key to accurate hardware estimation is the quality of the characterization database that provides performance and area for each operator. Related work [3], [4], [9] has used characterization data for fixed 0.13 µm CMOS architectures which has been obtained by synthesizing the operators using the Synopsys Design Compiler targeting standard-cells libraries. Since this work targets the FPGA-based Woolcano reconfigurable ASIP architecture we could not use the same approach. Instead we have created the PivPav tool that not only provides a characterization database for operators but can also
Figure 2: Relative relationship between BB sizes to application performance gain and to BB frequency for MaxMISO ISE algorithm. Absolute values are presented in Table III. s = speedup, f = frequency.

perform design space exploration and can generate the actual FPGA implementation for the custom instructions.

C. Candidate Selection

Once the set of candidates has been determined and characterized the selection process makes the final decision which candidates should be implemented in hardware. Selecting the optimal custom instructions under different architectural constraints is a demanding task. Related work has studied different selection approaches, such as greedy heuristics, simulated annealing, ILP, evolutionary algorithms, see for example [10] or [9]. For the purpose of our study, we have developed a locally optimal greedy heuristic which, in the case of overlapping candidates, tries to merge as many candidates in a single BB as possible.

IV. PRUNING THE DESIGN SPACE

As outlined in Figure 1 the specialization process consists of a pruning process which is of major importance to this paper. The pruning process bases its decisions on data obtained from profiling and program analysis. Profiling determines execution frequency histograms for all BBs. Bitmap analysis provides information about the size of the BBs and the contained instruction types. Figure 2 illustrates the mutual dependencies of BB size, execution frequency and achievable speedup for 9 benchmarks. For each application all BBs that can be accelerated with custom instructions are sorted into 10 bins depending on their absolute sizes (measured in instructions) in a histogram-like manner. The first bin contains all BBs that have a size of 0–10% of maximal basic block size for this application, the second bin collects all BBs that have a size of 10–20% of the maximum BB size, etc. For each application and bin the total execution frequencies for all BBs assigned to each bin are shown in the lower figure. The upper figure shows the overall application-level speedup when translating the candidates in these basic blocks to custom instructions. The figure shows that the largest application speedups result from BBs which are located in the upper right corner of the Figure. The objective of our proposed pruning methodologies is to identify these highly profitable BBs and to ignore the insignificant rest of BBs.

A. Pruning Objective

As visualized in Figure 2, the best speedups (70–100%) are achieved for basic blocks in the 80–100% size bins, whereas the most frequently used BBs (up to 90%) are located in 0–30% size bins. This observation suggests that it is more significant to identify candidates in frequently used large BBs than in the most frequently used but smaller BBs. In large BBs, ISE algorithms are able to find more and larger candidates which overall result in better speedups, than accelerating more frequently executed but smaller BBs. In other words, execution frequency matters but among the most frequently executed BBs the largest BBs are most important for achieving high overall speedups.

The aes application is an ideal example of such a behavior. There are two red bars representing the frequencies of BBs for aes, the first is located at 0%, the second at 80%, respectively, with almost the same frequency. The sum of the bars is equal to 100% frequency, which means that we are investigating all executed BBs represented by the second bar which are larger but less frequently executed than the first one. Another interesting application is sor. There are two black bars at 40% and 100%, respectively, with almost the same frequency. The sum of the bars is equal to 100% frequency, which means that we are investigating all executed BBs in the application. Once again the second bar which represents bigger BBs has a major speedup of more than 80%.

B. Pruning Algorithms

In this work we have studied a whole set of different pruning algorithms which are presented in Table II. All algorithms but n(F/S) try to leverage the fact stated above that the highest speedups are achieved for large and frequently executed BBs. The easiest way to restrict the set of BBs to this subset is to constrain the x (sizes) and y (frequencies) axis which corresponds to specifying the n and m parameter in the mFnS and mSnF algorithms. The remaining algorithms with the exceptions described below try to mimic the same goal, but without using the frequency data. This is particularly important for a JIT processor customization scenario in which the execution frequencies for BBs are not known. They can be collected during the execution but will remain incomplete or inaccurate until the application terminates. Hence during the
Table II: Description of pruning algorithms. The n and m letters represent constraining numbers, the p suffix, if added to these, represents percentage of the range. The @ tells that algorithm used JIT to indicated BBs which were executed at least once, S = Size, F = Frequency and L indicates Loops.

runtime only partial information is available which makes the goal of JIT processor specialization challenging.

In order to find the frequently used BBs without profiling, we developed a program analysis pass which examines the control flow structures in the application and indicates which BBs are contained in loops. This technique is used in the L algorithms. The chances of executing such BBs are higher than the others and therefore it is one indication that these BBs are frequently executed. A loop can consist of many BBs and the nL algorithm selects only the largest BBs. Whenever possible our analysis pass tries to skip the preheader and latch parts of a loop and focuses only on the computational BBs in the loop bodies. This technique can also leverage applications which use the common software design patterns to encapsulate every significant part of the code in a separate function. For such applications, the nL* algorithm will try to find m loop-BBs in every function and will finally select the n largest ones from this set.

The limitation of the nL algorithm is that it can consider loop-BBs which are not used at all during execution. For instance, such loop-BBs exists in the decrypt and encrypt functions of the aes application. During the execution of the application only one function is used, which can easily mislead the nL algorithm. To avoid such a case, the nL* algorithm was developed. It considers only BBs in functions that have been executed at least once which is an information that can be made available in JIT systems. The difference between the tF to the nF algorithm, where n = 1 is that several BBs may have an identical execution frequency. For such cases the first algorithm will consider all of them whereas the second will only consider the first BB. The same applies to the tS and the nS algorithms.

Finally, the algorithm n(F/S) was implement as a reference to test our hypothesis that the design space should be constrained to the largest and most frequently executed BBs. This algorithm favors the frequent but small BBs and hence should result in lower speedups if our hypothesis is correct.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION & DISCUSSION

Table III shows the experimental data obtained by executing our tool flow for each application. The number of instructions and BBs found in each application are shown in the second and third column, respectively. The upper part of the table shows data for applications representing the embedded computing domain. The lower part of the table presents data from SPEC2006 applications representing the general-purpose and scientific computing domain which in average have 8 (in median 30) times more instructions.

A. ISE Algorithm Runtimes

The fourth column shows the average runtime for each ISE algorithm executing on a Dell T3500 Workstation (dual core Intel Xeon W3503 2.40GHz, 4M L3, 4.8GT/s, 12GB DDR3 / 1333MHz RAM). As stated before, the MM algorithm has linear complexity and therefore is the fastest resulting in 0.9s runtime for 445.gomdb which is the largest application. The runtime of UN should generally outperform the runtime of SC but this is not the case for applications which include specific types of BBs. For example, it took 3837.0ms to process such a specific BB consisting of 55 nodes in the adpcm application which is 99.15% of overall runtime of UN algorithm. In contrast, the same BB was analyzed by SC algorithm just in 4.7ms.

Since SC and UN have both exponential complexity their runtimes are a few orders of magnitudes higher than for MM. In average, the runtime of MM is 180 times faster than the SC algorithm. In addition, due to the exponential complexity of algorithms and constraining limitations (e.g., the maximum number of inputs and outputs, infeasible operations, etc.), the identification times vary significantly even for the same algorithm and applications of similar size. For example, the runtimes for executing SC for 401.bzip2 and 433.milc differ by 32%. Most of the 2858.6ms for analyzing 401.bzip2 was spent to analyze a single BB with 1221 nodes whereas for 433.milc 1707ms were spent for analyzing one BB of just 119 nodes. This observation illustrates that it is not possible to accurately estimate the runtime of the exponential ISE algorithms in advance based on the size of a BB only.

We like to point out that for keeping the design space manageable we have used rather tight architectural constraints for the custom instructions (4 inputs, 1 output) in our comparison of ISE algorithm in Table III. When loosening these constraints, the execution times for the SC and UN algorithms rapidly grow from seconds to many hours.

B. Application Speedups

The last columns in Table III indicate the overall application-level speedup when using the three different ISE algorithms. These results show the potential of a reconfigurable ASIP architecture for a broad range of applications. The developed tool flow has much to offer in this respect, reaching a speedup of up to 44.6× for the SC algorithm and 18.01× for the MM and UN. The average speedups
achieved with MM, SC, and UN are $3.17 \times, 8.57 \times, 3.94 \times$ or in median $1.43 \times, 1.43 \times, 1.29 \times$, respectively. These results clearly indicate, that the SC algorithm is superior for static systems where identification runtimes are not a major concern.

For a JIT specialization process, we need to balance the achievable speedup with the identification time. Comparing the ratios of average speedup to identification runtime results in the following ratios: 1.92 (MM), 0.36 (SC), and 0.10 (UN). These figures suggest that the MM algorithm is the most suitable for such systems.

It is important to remember that these results were obtained for the first time for the FPGA-based Woolcano architecture and not as presented in related work for a fixed CMOS ASIP architecture. This distinction is significant since the same hardware custom instructions will achieve significantly higher speedups when implemented in CMOS, often by more than an order of magnitude. But at the same time a fixed architecture will sacrifice the flexibility and runtime customization capabilities of the Woolcano architecture.

### C. Comparison of Pruning Algorithms

The results of the pruning algorithms are summarized in Table IV. They are grouped by embedded and SPEC2006 applications, since their sizes differ significantly. Hence the chances for finding more pronounced computation kernels is higher for the embedded benchmarks than for SPEC2006 applications. These values represent the ratio of the average speedup to the required identification times for the whole set of applications. Higher ratios mean that a given algorithm achieves a better speedup to identification time ratio which is preferable for systems with just-in-time CPU specialization that need balance both metrics.

As presented in Sec. V-B, the Advantage of MM (36.69, 7.50) over SC (20.76, 1.48) and UN (6.95, 2.20) is clear, especially for the smaller embedded applications, where an average speedup of $3.71 \times$ is achieved in 1.82ms in total. This is a $8.86 \times$ improvement over the case where no-pruning is used and $4.16 \times$ better as the $3(F/S)$ algorithm. For the latter case the average speedup is $5.05 \times$ and $2.06 \times$, respectively, with an identification time of 175.75ms and 19.74ms.

The identification runtime was shortened for $850pS3L$ over no-pruning almost by two orders of magnitude (96.73×) which caused the relative speedup to decrease only to 73.47%. This result clearly indicates the importance of the pruning algorithms in any specialization process. The correctness of our assumptions about the location of the best speedups in applications ($850pS3L$ vs $3(F/S)$) is supported by the fact that the identification time is shortened by 10.86× while the average speedup is higher by 1.8×.

The mFNS and mSfN algorithms, as assumed in IV, can easily locate the most profitable BBs in applications. The results for SC and UN are better when constraining the sizes first and the frequencies afterwards, that is 2S1F instead of 2F1S. In addition, the ratio of speedup to identification for these algorithms is maximal when targeting only a single BB with parameters $m = 1$ and $n = 2$ due to their exponential complexity. This is not the case for the linear complexity (MM) algorithm, which achieves the best results for cases with more than one BB, that is $n > 1$. The capability to process BBs faster is the reason why MM outperforms SC and UN when using the speedup over identification time metric.

Generally, the best ratios are obtained when applying the ISE algorithms only to a small number of BBs. This is problematic for the loop (L) algorithms which focuses on loop-BBs because the amount of loop-BBs in an application is usually very high. Without an execution trace it is difficult to accurately identify the most frequently executed loop-BBs. In
particular for the exponential SC and UN algorithms it would be important to focus on few or even a single BB to maintain a high speedup to identification time ratio.

The L results for the SC and UN are not as good as for other algorithms which make use of the frequency data (nSmF, nFmS), but they are still satisfactory. In particular for the MM algorithm which allows for targeting more than one loop-BB while keeping a good speedup to identification time ratio the results are in the top range for the smaller embedded benchmarks where fewer loop-BBs exist.

Hence, the L algorithms work best with linear complexity algorithms, where the inaccuracy of identifying loop-BBs is overcompensated by the fast runtimes. In particular this is the case for the nF algorithm which shows higher speedup to identification time ratios than the L algorithms that do not exclude BBs which are never executed.

The results for the nLm* algorithm are mediocre. Perhaps the applications do not have the necessary modular design or it was destroyed during the compiler optimizations.

It is interesting to see how well the nF and the nS algorithms work. The nF algorithm eliminates not executed BBs, which is a clear advantage over the nS algorithm, especially when n = 1. For n > 1 the difference is disappearing, since nS has a higher chance to identify used BBs. However, for such cases the nSmF algorithm should be used as it performs even better.

The mSnF algorithm on average provides better results than the S and F separately and should be used therefore. Otherwise, nF should be chosen over the nS algorithm.

## VI. Conclusions

In this work we have studied approaches for pruning the design space for a just-in-time ASIP specialization process. Additionally, we compared the suitability of three state-of-the art ISE algorithms for just-in-time processor specialization. We have shown that for JIT systems where the reducing the runtime for identification is as important as speedup, linear complexity ISE algorithms deliver the best performance. Simultaneously, this work has explored the potential of the Woolcano reconfigurable ASIP architecture. We have described and evaluated our tool-flow with a broad range of complete applications from embedded and general-purpose computing and have shown that a speedup up to 44× for a SPEC2006 application is feasible.
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